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The motto of the Royal Society, Nullius in Verba (Take 
nobody’s word for it), illustrates a new attitude to 
learning in the 17th century, replacing a dependence on 
traditional authorities with observation, collection of 
facts and experiments. No aspect of the natural world or 
human activity was excluded. In this spirit, Willughby 
tackled many subjects, including mathematics and 
language, alongside the natural world.

Latin prompt list, with equivalent words in Dutch, German, Walloon, 
Hungarian and Polish. Willughby provides the names of the languages. 
Middleton Collection, Mi 4/149/2/3/1/1

A black kite was the subject of one of the German illustrations dating 
from the 1640s purchased by Willughby. The circumstances of its death, 
and its measurements, are translated in broken English: “This bird I have 
Catch in Dallsalgen the 27 Aprill 1645.” Middleton Collection, Mi LM 24/31
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Francis Jessop, who became a close friend of Willughby’s, created this 
rough sketch of a whale that had been stranded at Greenwich in June 
1658. Middleton Collection, Mi LM 25/16

‘Real Tennis’ is played on an 
enclosed court. Skippon’s 
description included an illustration 
of a racquet. Willughby speculated 
about the scoring system. 
Middleton Collection, Mi LM 14, p.15

This approach meant leaving the

Fieldwork

library and accessing nature directly. 
Ray encouraged his protégés to 
make fi eld trips, observing and 
describing specimens in their native 
habitat and collecting examples 
for later comparison. Few of these 
survive, and still fewer have the 
details of date and location that 
modern scientists would want. 
Amateur sketches made on site — 
like Jessop’s whale in Greenwich 
— rarely survive. 
More commonly, we know of the 
discovery of notable specimens 
through published descriptions, 

giving details of weight, sizes and 
other features. Travel accounts often 
noted the location of plant fi nds. In 
letters, friends reported exciting 
discoveries and sought advice about 
identifi cations.

Willughby’s surviving manuscripts 
show how he approached some 
subjects of research. On his 
travels, for example, he collected 
language samples, fi rst in Wales 
and Cornwall. Lists made on the 
Continent, where he used a Latin 
prompt list to obtain translations 
from local informants, provide some 

of the earliest recorded examples of 
systematic dialect sampling. 

An intriguing survival is 
Willughby’s description of the 
playing of games, drawing on 
personal experience and direct 
observation. His friend Philip 
Skippon contributed a fi rst-hand 
account of Real Tennis, an early 
form of modern tennis. The Book 
of Games is an informative example 
of his method of data collection, 
accompanied by speculation about 
the development and application 
of rules. 




